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PRESS NOTICE

THE WATCH BELOW

WELFARE OF THE NAVY OFF DUTY

In the last year and a*half the Royal Navy has more than doubled itself.

Tens of thousands of men and hoys from every trade and profression have joined
the Service. The majority will soon he spending their first Christmas afloat.

And all over the country fathers and mothers, husbands, uncles and aunts are

anxious to know what the Navy does for the comfort and recreation of these "new

boys”, both at sea and during their brief spells ashore.

RELEASE DEPARTMENT AT THE ADMIRALTY

There is at the Admiralty a department whose whole and full-time business

is to look after the welfare and recreation of the men. At each Naval Base in

Home Raters is stationed an experienced man with the rather forbidding title of

Amenities Officer. His job is to see that all the recreational facilities of

his port are used to the utmost. This Officer keeps in direct touch with the

Admiralty, Under his charge come not only R.N. and Reserve men, but Allied

Seamen, and by no means least - the Wrens.

The welfare problem of the Army and Air Force is comparatively simple.
The bulk of their men are congregated in camps, barracks and air stations,
accessible and permanent. But the ships of the Navy, large and small, are

literally in port today and gone tomorrow.

Battleships with crews of up to 1,400 are in and out of port overnight,
drifters and small craft are based on inaccessible creeks and highland lochs.

Ships come in from overseas. It requires a vast amount of organisation to

keep pace with the comings and goings of the Navy,

COMPORTS AFLOAT

Most of the men’s time is spent actually at sea, and that is the time when

they most appreciate such gifts as woollies, cigarettes and pipe tobacco, packs

of cards, books and magazines both new and old which are sent to them by the

people ashore.

The distribution of these gifts is arranged by an Admiralty Committee, and

the Amenities Officers arrange for them to reach the ships - everything from

battleships with a crew larger than the population of a small village down to

drifters manned by half a dozen or even less. Sailors not only appreciate and

are grateful for these gifts. They really need them.

The Public has been very generous. It has sent along fruit, vegetables,

games and donations from one penny up to two thousand pounds. The Navy says

"Thank you", but could still do with twice as much again.

HON THE MONEY IS SPENT

There are two funds at the Admiralty which administer donations - the R.N.

Amenities Fund and the Minesweepers and Coastal Craft Fund, Last year they

spent between them £50,000. It went on wireless sets, footballs and goal posts,

canteens, hostels, concert halls and sports fields. The result is that this

winter, at nearly all bases round our coasts, there is a comfortable canteen where

men ashore can have a good meal in pleasant surroundings. There are rooms for

reading and writing letters, billiard tables, table tennis, and the inevitable

dart board.

Two of the largest bases have theatres with lighting and equipment up to

Nest End standards. Others have cinemas, concert halls for ENSA and other

entertainments and football fields. Country mansions and large town houses have

been taken over and turned into really comfortable Naval Hostels where t ired men

can get a sound night's sleep.

Behind, all this are the efforts of the many voluntary organisations who have

worked like slaves in the good cause. There is not an officer, rating or boy in

the Navy who is not truly grateful for their self-effacing work.

It is no exaggeration to say that the provision of recreation for our sailors

is a really important factor in the winning of the war.
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